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In this paper, a lateral power metal–oxide–
semiconductor field-effect transistor with ultra-low 
specific on-resistance is proposed to be applied to a high-
voltage (up to 200 V) integrated chip. The proposed 
structure has two characteristics. Firstly, a high level of 
drift doping concentration can be kept because a tilt-
implanted p-drift layer assists in the full depletion of the  
n-drift region. Secondly, charge imbalance is avoided by 
an extended trench gate, which suppresses the trench 
corner effect occurring in the n-drift region and helps 
achieve a high breakdown voltage (BV). Compared to a 
conventional trench gate, the simulation result shows a 
37.5% decrease in Ron.sp and a 16% improvement in BV. 
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I. Introduction 

The development of high-voltage lateral power metal–
oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) has 
been limited due to high specific on-resistance caused by a 
relatively long drift region. To overcome this demerit, a 
conventional trench gate (CTG)-LDMOSFET (see Fig. 1(a)) 
using thick oxide and a trench gate has been proposed; 
however, a CTG-LDMOSFET is optimized for low-voltage 
applications due to its low breakdown voltage (BV) [1]–[4]. 
More specifically, use of a CTG-LDMOSFET in such 
applications increases the likelihood of a premature breakdown 
— caused by electric field crowding occurring at the bottom 
corners of the trench gate [5]. To solve the trench corner effect 
so that CTG-LDMOSFETs can be used in high-voltage 
applications, an extended trench gate (ETG) structure (see  
Fig. 1(b)) is proposed [6]. 

The ETG structure suppresses the trench corner effect by 
extending the trench gate to the p-substrate. The ETG helps to 
achieve a more uniform electric field distribution and extend the 
on-state channel electron accumulation in the n-drift region to 
elevate the current density. Consequently, an improvement in 
both BV and Ron.sp (specific on-resistance), compared to a CTG, 
is obtained [6]. To sustain high voltages, CTG and ETG 
structures require low levels of n-drift doping concentration as 
well as increases to both cell pitch and the size of thick oxide 
used. However, such requirements increase Ron.sp; thus, a 
technique for achieving low Ron.sp is needed. Therefore, an 
extended trench gate superjunction (ETGSJ)-LDMOSFET with 
a high BV and low Ron.sp is proposed.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross sections of (a) CTG [4] and (b) ETG [6].
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We will explain the proposed ETGSJ LDMOSFET structure 

in Section II. In Section III, we explain the optimization of 
device parameters through the use of a simulation tool and 
analyze the electrical characteristics of the ETGSJ structure. 
Lastly, Section IV concludes the paper. 

II. Proposed Device Structure 

A cross-sectional view of the proposed ETGSJ structure is 
shown in Fig. 2. Here, the thick oxide helps to improve the 
reduced surface field (RESURF) by allowing multiple 
directional depletion. In addition, the lateral-direction electric 
field decreases due to the low permittivity of the oxide [6]–[7]. 
Meanwhile, due to the drift charge-balance effect, electric field 
modulation in the drift region occurs; this in turn, results in the 
creation of a uniform electric field. Therefore, a higher BV can 
be obtained in the ETGSJ structure compared to that obtained 
in a CTG or ETG structure. To obtain a higher BV, CTG and 
ETG structures must be able to tolerate increases to both cell 
pitch and the size of thick oxide used. However, an increase in 
the size of thick oxide used causes a narrowing of the path of 
the current in the n-drift region. Subsequently, this causes an 
increase in Ron.sp. Conversely, increases in cell pitch widen the 
path of the current. Therefore, the level of n-drift doping 
concentration should be lowered to achieve full depletion of the 
n-drift region. As the proposed ETGSJ structure can fully 
deplete the drift region, through the use of a charge balance 
effect and drift doping concentration control [8], a uniform 
electric field distribution can be achieved while simultaneously 
maintaining a high level of drift doping concentration. In 
addition, the ETGSJ structure can easily be applied to high-
voltage applications. This is because the drift depletion width in 
the respective drift region can be controlled to cope with 
variations in cell pitch. As a result, the proposed ETGSJ 
structure owes its improvement of performance to the  

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section of proposed ETGSJ structure.
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following three characteristics: firstly, the operation of the 
charge balance effect in the drift region — this results in a more 
uniform electric field, which in turn gives rise to a higher BV; 
secondly, the use of junction depletion — the whole structure 
can be fully depleted while maintaining a relatively high level 
of drift doping concentration; and lastly, the increased depth of 
the trench gate — this helps avoid charge imbalances and   
affords the use of high-density currents. 

III. Simulation Result and Discussion 

For the evaluation of electrical characteristics and its 
optimization of the proposed structure, the 2D device simulator 
ATLAS is used [9]. The epitaxial layer of the ETGSJ structure 
is grown on the p-substrate (1×1015 cm–3) to a thickness of    
6 μm. In addition, it is designed and optimized with ND/NA 
drift doping concentration (1×1016 cm–3) and thick oxide (width 
= 3.5 μm and depth = 4 μm). Charge imbalance occurs with the 
help of an asymmetric charge component in the drift region. It 
is necessary to find the optimal widths of Wp and WpD as well 
as the optimum level of doping concentration, because the 
asymmetric charge component in the drift region decreases the 
depletion width of the drift region, which in turn causes 
premature breakdown. Consequently, simulations are 
necessary to determine these optimal values, which, once 
determined, will help to minimize the charge-imbalance effect 
[10]. For an exact performance comparison across the three 
structures (CTG, ETG, and ETGSJ), the value of each 
respective parameter, except for the level of the drift doping 
concentration in the ETGSJ structure, is kept the same across 
the three structures. 
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Fig. 3. Electric field distributions (at breakdown for the three different structures) in the (a) lateral direction (y = –1.9, cross section: A-
A) along the thick oxide bottom, (b) vertical direction (x = 0.51, cross section: B-B) along the sidewall of the trench gate, and
(c) vertical direction (x = 9.9, cross section: C-C) along the drain region. 
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Fig. 4. Equipotential contours at breakdown (10 V/contour) for (a) CTG (201 V), (b) ETG (227 V), and (c) ETGSJ (239 V). 
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1. Electric Field Distribution 

The electric field distribution of each structure (CTG, ETG, 
and ETGSJ) in three different directions (at breakdown), is 
shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) depicts the lateral electric field 
distribution (bulk field) near the thick oxide bottom (y = –1.99, 
cross section: A-A'). The electric field in the n-drift region is 
modulated by n- and p-drift junction depletion (Fig. 3(a)). In 
the ETGSJ structure, unlike in conventional structures, a new 
electric field peak is generated at the metallurgical junction of 
the n- and p-drift region. Due to this new peak, electric field 
modulation occurs, which in turn lowers the peak electric field. 
Thus, this modulation effect generates a new electric field peak 
for the newly formed uniform bulk field distribution [6]. The 
vertical electric field distribution along the sidewall of the 
trench gate (x = 0.51, cross section: B-B' (in Fig. 2)) is shown 
in Fig. 3(b), where it can be seen that the electric field peak  

occurs at the bottom-left corner of the thick oxide and that the 
ETGSJ structure has a lower electric field peak than that of the 
CTG structure due to the effect of the electric field modulation 
that occurs. Figure 3(c) depicts the vertical electric field 
distribution (x = 9.9, cross section: C-C') along the drain region, 
where it is evident that the vertical electric field at the drain 
surface of the ETGSJ is lowered. However, an electric field 
peak occurs at the n-drift and p-substrate junction due to charge 
imbalance [10]. The breakdown of the ETGSJ occurs at the  
p-substrate region in the ETGSJ structure; therefore, the doping 
concentration of the n-drift and p-substrate should be 
determined through process simulation.  

2. Potential Distribution 

The equipotential contours for the three structures — CTG, 
ETG, and ETGSJ — are depicted in Fig. 4. The electric field in  
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Fig. 5. Forward-blocking I-V characteristics curve at breakdown 
(VGS = 0 V) for the CTG, ETG, and ETGSJ structures. 
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the ETGSJ structure is reshaped by the n- and p-drift junction 
(Fig. 4(c)). Compared to the CTG and ETG structures, the 
ETGSJ structure shows a relatively high level of doping 
concentration. This is because the CTG and ETG structures are 
constrained to having low doping concentrations for the 
purposes of full depletion. However, as the ETGSJ structure 
uses the method of junction depletion in the drift, the structure 
is not constrained by the depth of the junction; hence, a full 
depletion of the drift is possible while simultaneously 
maintaining high levels of doping concentration. In addition, 
the ETGSJ structure is able to sustain high voltages due to 
having an extended depletion region (in the direction of the 
lightly doped p-substrate) and a relatively high level of doping 
concentration compared with that of the CTG and ETG 
structures. Figure 5 shows the forward-blocking I-V 
characteristics curve at breakdown for the CTG, ETG, and 
ETGSJ structures. 
 

Table 1. Performance comparisons of device types. 

Device types BV (V) Ron,sp (mΩcm2) 
FOM=BV/Ron.sp 

(V/mΩcm2) 

ETGSJ 239 1.05 227.6 

ETG 227 1.67 135.9 

CTG 201 1.68 119.6 

DETG [6] 171 1.31 130.5 

SOI DT [7] 233 3.30 70.6 

CLAVER 
LDMOS [11] 

150 1.59 94.3 

 

 
3. Optimization of ETGSJ Structure 

For each of the three structures (CTG, ETG, and ETGSJ),  
Fig. 6 shows the dependency of BV, Ron.sp, and FOM on drift 
concentration. As depicted in Fig. 6(a), the CTG and ETG 
structures’ maximum BVs occur at or below ND = 3×1015 cm–3 
because their respective n-drift regions are fully depleted. On 
the other hand, as the ETGSJ structure uses junction depletion, 
it is fully depleted above ND,A = 4×1015 cm–3 — the point at 
which it yields the overall maximum BV.  

The depletion regions in the CTG and ETG structures are of 
a similar width. However, in the case of the ETGSJ structure, 
the width of its depletion region is wider in comparison due to 
the presence of the p-drift. Thus, the ETGSJ structure has a 
narrower current path in comparison; therefore, it is more likely 
that the on-resistance of the ETGSJ structure will be high. Even 
though the ETGSJ structure has a narrower current path, high 
current density can be obtained by using a higher level of 
doping concentration in the drift regions. Therefore, as shown 
in Fig. 6(b), low Ron.sp is achieved on account of the fact that the 
ETGSJ structure has a relatively high level of drift doping 
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Fig. 7. Optimization of the distance WpD for maximum V and 
minimum Ron.sp. 
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concentration (optimized at ND,A = 1×1016 cm–3).  

As represented in Fig. 6, the ETGSJ structure has relatively 
high drift doping concentration compared to the other 
structures and the improvement of Ron.sp and FOM is verified. 
Table 1 shows the performance comparison between the 
ETGSJ and other structures. The maximum BV of each 
structure is optimized to be over 200 V for high-voltage 
applications. Compared to the CTG structure, the results show 
that the BV of the ETGSJ structure is improved from 201 V to 
239 V (16%), while Ron.sp is improved from 1.68 mΩcm2 to 
1.05 mΩcm2 (37.5%). 

4. Optimization of Charge Balance in the Drift Region 

For the ETGSJ structure, charge balance in the drift region is 
most important. If a charge imbalance creates a high FOM, as 
in Fig. 6(c), the ETGSJ structure will not outperform the CTG 
and ETG structures and will eventually breakdown 
prematurely. The width of the p-drift region of the p-body side 
(Wp) and the width of the region beneath the thick oxide are 
uniformly 0.5 μm. However, the width of the p-drift region of 
the drain side (WpD) is 1.1 μm. This is because the hole charge 
is surplus in the drift region between the p-body and the trench 
gate. The hole charge flows in at the p-body and the p-substrate 
through the deep trench gate. On the contrary, the hole charge 
is lacking in the drain region [6], [10]. As the p-drift width 
(WpD) of the drain side has no additionally-induced charge, its 
width should be wider than Wp or it should have a higher level 
of doping concentration [6]–[7]. As a result, optimal charge 
balance with high performance is only achievable when WpD 
is 1.1 μm, as shown in Fig. 7. 

IV. Conclusion 

In this paper, the ETGSJ structure with the improved silicon 

limit of power MOSFET is proposed. Because of the charge 
balance effect, the BV and Ron.sp are improved while 
simultaneously maintaining a high level of doping 
concentration. The experimental results show that the BV and 
Ron.sp are improved by 16% and 37.5%, respectively, compared 
to the CTG structure. 
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